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END USER LICENSE AGREEMENT (EULA)
FLUENDO LICENSE AGREEMENT BY FLUENDO, S.A. (“FLUENDO”)

IMPORTANT - READ CAREFULLY
The following license agreement as amended from time to time and available at
Fluendo’s website (the “License Agreement”), together with Fluendo’s software
terms of service (insofar as the Software uses, interacts, accesses, exploits or does
similar activities to service provided by Fluendo and/or by its providers), governs
the downloading, installation and/or use of any Fluendo’s proprietary software,
including any components, copies, updates, enhancements, upgrades or
subsequent versions thereof that may be released by Fluendo (collectively, the
“Software”) and any accompanying manuals, help files and documentation (the
“Documentation”), unless otherwise stated locally. please read the terms and
conditions of this License Agreement as by downloading, using and/or installing the
Software You consent and agree to be bound by all of the terms and conditions of
this License Agreement. You may download, install and/or use the Software subject
to those terms and conditions and to any applicable law, being solely liable for any
breach thereof. if You do not agree to this License Agreement, Fluendo does not
grant any license to You for the Software and You may not download, install or use
the Software.
By downloading this Software You also certify under your own responsibility that You
are of legal age to enter into binding agreements, in most countries this means that
You are aged 18 or above.
This License Agreement shall be applicable to the Software considered as a whole
and, in particular but without limitation, to any file included therein when forming
part of this version, and to any update, enhancement or fix incorporated in the
program.

DEFINITIONS
1. "Final product" means a software or hardware product in a final form of
manufacturing intended for distribution to end users and in object code form
and that can play back content, including downloaded or streamed content.
2. “Fluendo” means Fluendo SA, whose address is at the end of this document,
in person of its at-the-time legal representative.
3. “You” means the individual who downloads the Software or, if the download
is on behalf of a legal entity, means the legal entity on behalf of which the
Software is downloaded, in which case the downloader represents and
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warrants that he/she has the sufficient powers to act on behalf of the
represented party.

GRANT OF LICENSE AND RESTRICTIONS
Subject to the Licensee’s acceptance and continued compliance with this License
Agreement and with Fluendo’s Software Terms of Service as provided to the
Licensee from time to time, Fluendo hereby grants the Licensee a non-exclusive,
non-transferable limited license to install, use or otherwise benefit from the
functionality of the Software in the manner and for the purposes described in the
Documentation, as an end user, as agreed in Fluendo’s Software Terms of Service.
Except as expressly authorized by Fluendo in writing, it is forbidden to:
a) use this Software in other ways than allowed by this contract.
b) tamper or interfere with the functionality, delivery or operation of the
Software while using or installing it;
c) sell, resell, rent, lease, distribute, transfer, assign, sublicense or otherwise
deal with the Software, its components, the Documentation or any of the
rights granted under this License Agreement;
d) duplicate, reproduce or copy (except for reasonable backup purposes) the
Software or the Documentation; or
e) export or re-export the Software, directly or indirectly, into any country
prohibited by law.
f) use this Software in the operation of Nuclear facilities, in aircraft navigation,
in aircraft communication, in aircraft flight control, in aircraft traffic control
systems or in other devices or systems in which serious injury or death to the
operator of the device or system, or to others due to a malfunction
(including, without limitation, software related delay or failure) could
reasonably be foreseen.
g) unless the Software is explicitly licensed for the use with such plaftorm(s),
use the Software on non-PC devices like tablets, PDA, portable players and
other embedded devices.
h) install the software on more machines than the number of units bought, each
unit being licensed for one machine only.
It is prohibited to modify, remove, suppress, or in any other way make
inconspicuous the copyright, digital fingerprints, watermarks, identification labels,
legal notices contained within the Software or other technical protection devices or
data identifying Fluendo’s or its licensors rights in the Software, its files or its
components.
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No right is granted herein to any third party to use the Software, to the Licensee to
use the Software for any third party, or to the Licensee to utilize the Software for
any purpose whatsoever not described herein.

OWNERSHIP
Save for the right to use the Software and the Documentation expressly provided for
in this License Agreement, the Licensee agrees and acknowledges that all title to
and rights in the Software, its components, structure, databases, source code or
design, and in the Documentation, including without limitation all copyright
trademarks, trade secrets, patents, and all other intellectual or industrial property
rights and other confidential or proprietary information contained therein remain the
property of Fluendo or its licensors.

LIABILITY
To the maximum extent permitted by law, and provided that liability shall not be
excluded or limited in respect of malicious intent or gross negligence, Fluendo
hereby excludes all liability in respect of:
1. any loss, damages, claims or costs whatsoever including any consequential,
indirect or incidental damages, any lost profits or lost savings, any damages
resulting from business interruption, or claims by a third party, even if a
Fluendo representative has been advised of the possibility of such loss,
damages, claims or costs.
2. damages, claims or liabilities arising out of any of the following:
i. the content (including without limitation its nature or any intellectual
property rights therein) and/or any other data, images, videos or
sounds whatsoever that the licensee may access or transmit using the
Software;
ii. liability to any employer, principal, client, lessor or provider of
computer equipment or facilities, arising out of the installation of or use
of the Software;
iii. any charges which the licensee may incur to any telecommunications
service or network.
Fluendo expressly excludes all liability in connection with any third party
applications or third party components that may be included within the Software, or
your use thereof.
To the maximum extent permitted by law, Fluendo’s aggregate liability and that of
its affiliates and suppliers under or in connection with this License Agreement will
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be limited in any case to the amount paid for the Software, if any, or, if higher, to
the minimum amount stipulated by a compulsory law.

INDEMNITY
By downloading, installing, using or uninstalling the Software, the licensee hereby
agrees to, at its own expense, indemnify, defend and hold harmless Fluendo, its
parents, subsidiaries and affiliates, its business partners, and its and their
respective directors, officers, employees and agents from and against any and all
losses, damages, injuries, causes of action, claims, demands and expenses,
including legal fees and expenses, of whatever kind or nature arising out of, relating
to or resulting from any claim arising from or relating to:
1. any breach by the licensee of this License Agreement; or
2. the licensee’s download, installation, use or uninstallation of the Software.

TERMINATION
This grant of license begins upon acceptance by the Licensee, either expressly or
through use or possession of the Software, and shall continue until terminated as
provided in this License Agreement or in Fluendo’s Software Terms of Service.
The Licensee may terminate this License Agreement at any time by uninstalling the
Software and destroying all copies of the Software. Upon any termination, the
Licensee agrees to uninstall the Software and return or destroy all copies of the
Software, the Documentation, and all other associated materials.
The Licensee’s failure to comply with any of the terms and conditions of this License
Agreement or of the Terms of Service terminates the Licensee’s right to use the
Software and/or the Documentation, and the Licensee will not receive a refund.

GENERAL
This License Agreement contains the entire agreement between the Licensee and
Fluendo with respect to the subject matter hereof and supersedes all prior
agreements, negotiations, representations of any kind and proposals, written and
oral, relating to its subject matter.
If any provision of this License Agreement is declared by a court of competent
jurisdiction to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable, such provision shall be severed
from this License Agreement and the other provisions shall remain in full force and
effect.
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All notices given by either party to the other pursuant to this License Agreement
shall be in writing and delivered at its principal place of business by fax or delivery
service.
The waiver or failure of Fluendo to exercise in any respect any rights provided for in
this License Agreement shall not be deemed a waiver of any actual or further right
under this License Agreement.
The Software could contain, rely upon, depend on, interact with, link to Free and
Open Source Software (“FOSS”), Insofar as said FOSS is concerned and where locally
specified, the terms of the FOSS license prevail. If You or any third party find any
inconsistency, lack of clarity, or any contradiction to the applicable FOSS license,
and/or if You or any third party want to exercise your or its rights under it, You or
said party is invited to write to: contact@fluendo.com
This License Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the
laws of Spain, and the parties submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Courts and
Tribunals of Barcelona in connection with all matters arising under this License
Agreement.

FLUENDO, S.A.
C.I.F.: A64001217
Avinguda Diagonal 579, 8th floor
08014 Barcelona
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